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The motivation
We want to create blockchain-related products for real people, in the real world —
not just industry insiders and early adopters. We believe that if something doesn’t 
matter to you, it should not matter to us too.

With play-to-earn movement through blockchain gaming signaling a paradigm shift 
in the gaming space, it’s time to bring the serious business of fun and games on the 
blockchain. Instead of talking about the things that could be possible, we let you 
experience it for yourself with Gorileth.



The Objective
We aim to establish Gorileth as one of the leader in this revolutionary blockchain 
gaming space. We believe Gorileth has the potential to be like the beloved games 
we grew up with.

We know for sure that players have always been the central driving force behind any 
successful game. With the players now capable of getting rewarded for the 
contributions they make to the gaming community; we hope to see Gorileth shines 
brightly within this space.



The Desire
Gorileth will offer an enjoyable and familiar gaming experience, without
complicated blockchain jargon. 

We do not intend to rush any aspect of this project. After all, our vision for Gorileth is 
long term. That’s why we will take our time and focus on building a strong 
community and listening to your feedback right from the beginning. This also 
means that our plan will keep on evolving in the future as we continue to develop 
the ecosystem according to the demand of our users.



What is Gorileth?
A blockchain game centered around artistically designed digital gorillas. You can 
collect and breed your gorillas to get unique features which will come in handy 
during the gameplay. Not only that, while breeding your gorillas, you could also 
potentially create a unique NFT that could be very valuable within the game 
environment.

With over a million different possible combinations, players will have a hand in 
determining the look and powers of a gorilla to create the ultimate Gorileth that 
people would want to trade.



What is Gorileth Token?
Gorileth Token or Goken for short refers to the token we designed to power the 
player reward system. It will be a token that is deeply tied into every aspect of the 
Gorileth ecosystem. Goken will be required when users participate and engage in 
various digital/physical Gorileth products. 

We expect to see and increase in demand for Goken as our ecosystem grows to 
provides more utility for the token.

Total Supply : 1,000,000,000 Goken
Liquidity Token : 900,000,000 Goken
Team Token : 100,000,000 Goken
Tax (Fixed) : 10% (Buy)  |  15% (Sell)



2022 — Quarter 3
Concept Ideation
Launch social platforms
Grow community
Website development
Token development
Token pre-sale & launch (Binance Smart Chain)



2022 — Quarter 4
Ecosystem dApp development
Create documentation
NFT development
NFT launch



2023 — Quarter 1
Game logic drafting
Game asset creation
Game development



TBA — Future Plan
Charity
Merchandise
Game
DAO
Partnership
Blockchain bridge



Official Website — https://gorileth.com

Official Group — https://t.me/gorilethOG

Official Channel — https://t.me/gorilethOC

Official Facebook — https://facebook.com/gorileth

Official Instagram — https://instagram.com/gorileth

Official Twitter — https://twitter.com/gorileth

Official LinkedIn — https://linkedin.com/company/gorileth

Official GitHub — https://github.com/gorileth

Official TikTok — https://tiktok.com/@gorileth

Official Medium — https://medium.com/@gorileth



We appreciate your time reading this li tepaper.We appreciate your time reading this li tepaper.


